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The Month the World Changed

Source: https://spice-spotlight.scot/2021/08/20/timeline-of-coronavirus-covid-19-in-scotland/

1st: First Scottish Case

11th: WHO declares pandemic

13th: First Scottish death

15th : Mass events postponed

17th: “Life will change significantly” – First Minister

19th: School closures announced

20th: “Biggest challenge of our lifetimes” – First Minister

23rd: Formal lockdown – UKG

27th: Rules on social distancing published



Retailing 
Essentially 
Redefined



Implications for 
Convenience 
Retailing
• Essential vs Non-

Essential

• Lockdowns
• “Panic Buying” 
• Localisation- stay 

local
• Online and digital

• Operational challenges 
and costs



The Impacts

1. Sales shifts from

• “Hospitality” to retail

• Physical to digital

• Remote to local

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/retailindustry/timeseries/j4mc/drsi



Convenience Stores in 
Covid

Sales increase

Average basket spend increase

Market share increase

Reduced somewhat in 2021 but 
still ahead

Source: SGF Local Shop Report 2020



The Impacts

2. Behavioural 
Questions

• What do we value? 

• Where and how do we 
want to do things?

• What do we need?

• Convenience stores -
differential impact as 
often in areas of most 
need, hardest hit



“Living with the Virus”

Patterns returning

- online up but off peak

- “hospitality” spending 
increasing but long way to go

- Larger retailers regaining 
market share; but not fully



“Living with the Virus”

New patterns emerging

- WFH/Agile working – heavily skewed

- Digital embeddedness – age impact

- Where people live - movement

A long way off working through what this 
will look like and mean



Reflections

Convenience stores did a great job, well

More people woke up to the sector

Digital and engagement enhancement 
accelerated

Local has become a driving force

Vital support network for many 
individuals and communities



“Biggest challenge of 
our lifetimes”

Convenience sector plays vital role in 
delivering for people, places and planet

Need to build a retail system that ensures 
we are stronger and more locally resilient 
for the future

Serving the needs of all communities and 
people in Scotland

Convenience stores can deliver on 
national and local goals, with the right 
support
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